
ARTICLE 9 8
PaneZ Envelopes

Articles in envelopes with a transparent panel are admitted under the
ing conditions:-

~)The transparent panel must be parallel to the length of the envelope, so
that the address of the addressee appears in the Mame direction and the
application of the date-stamp is not interfered with;

)The panel must be sufficiently transparent for the address to be per-
f eetly legible, even in artificial light, and must take writing;.

jOniy the namne and address of the addressee, rnust show through the
panel, and the contents of the envelope must ie, folded so, that the
address cannot be obscured, wholly or partly, through slipping;

~The address miust be Iegibly indicated in ink or typewriting. Articles
addressed in copying-ink pencil or lead pencil are not, admitted.

tnel envelopes of which the transparent portion refleets artificial light are
excluded from tran~smission.

Articles in envelopes entirely transparent or in envelopes with an open
are not admitted.

ARTICLE 10
Articles Subject to Customs Control

Arti cles ta be subxuitted to customs control must bear on the front a
abel idientical withi Form CI annexed; in the case of small packets, this
'plies to ail packets without exception.
le articles referred to ini the paragraph above are also accompanied, if
der prefers or if the country of destination requires, by a separate customsa
4tion, identical with Form C2 annexed, either securely fastenied to the out-
the article by a string tied crc>sswise or inserted in the article. In the

ýase, only the upper part of the label Cl is affixed to the article.
The Administrations accept no responsibility for the customs declarations,
tever form they are prepared.

ARUTICLE i1

Articles Fre'o Charges
Articles to be delivered to the addresee free of all charges must bear
On1 the front the heading "Franc de droits »(Free of charges) or a


